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Pi!:LLET SEEDING ON SAGEBRUSH RANGE 
Il\"TTRODUCTION 
Seeding deteriorated range lands efficiently and economically 
has become one of the most promising means of improving the agri-
cultural economy of the western range states. By providing the most 
rapid means of increasing the quantity and improving the quality of 
forage for livestock, and aiding in the pr evention of soil erosion , 
artificial seeding con t ributes directly to the stability of agri -
culture. 
Although many successful methods of artificial revegetation have 
been developed by exp erience and through research, there is still a 
great need for refinement in techniqu es to insure better overall success 
and gre a ter economy of operation . Lmproper methods often result in 
costs which are in excess of the true value of the land. 
One of the latest techniques proposed is that of pellet seeding 
which is believed by some stockmen to be the panacea for ran r e seed-
ing problems. Pelleting is an at t empt to prepare seeds for broadcast 
planting to get more even seed distribution; increased germination and 
growth; and protection from drought, insects, and rodents. 
Actual seeding of ranges should be preceded by extensive experi-
mentation to detennine t he effectiveness of a proposed technique. How-
ever, considering the increased use of i;ellet seeding and the enthusiasm 
with which it has been received, too little actual experiment al work has 
been accomplished to warrant widespread acceptance of this method . 
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The present study was undertaken to determine the seedling emergence 
and survival from pellets, as compared to unpelleted seeds, ~en planted 
on a typical Intennountain foothill range. 
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REVIEW' OF LI TERATURE 
It is only in recent years that attention has been focused on 
the use of pelleted seeds as a means of seeding ran ge lands and that 
a limited literature on the sub ject has been made available. Because 
this literature deals with experiments still in the trial-and-error 
stage, no final statements or conclusions have been made as to the 
effectivene s s of the pelleting process in general. 
Perhaps the most publicized method of reseeding vast range areas 
has been aerial pellet seeding. As Killough (11) points out, the 
initial work in the use of airplanes for range reseeding quickly indi-
cated that this method was the faste st known means of broadcastin g bare 
seed and that it could be used on otherwise unworkable are as. A number 
of problems were soon evident, however, as the results were far below 
expectations. It was found that the wind and air currents scattered the 
seed, thus preventing it from fallin g on the intended area. Pilots 
were unable to cover an area without passin g over the same cours e 
twice or leaving uns eeded gaps. Much of the seed, being on the surface 
of the ground, was wa shed or blown away, or was consumed by birds, 
insects, and rodents. Pellet seedin g has been an attempt to eliminate 
some of th ese problems. 
Three commercial companie s , each claiming origination of the 
pellet process, initiated the manufacture of a seed coating which would 
enable the seeding of ran ge areas to be accomplished more economically 
and efficiently. These three companies are the Processed Seeds, Inc. 
of Midland, Michigan, the Filtrol Corporation of Los Angeles, California, 
and the International Seed Pellet Company of Phoenix, Arizona (13) . 
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Dr. Lytle s. Adams of the International Seed Pellet Company de-
vised an earthen-type pellet which supposedly provides weight for 
better distribution in airplane seeding; protects seed from drought, 
insects, and rodents; and stimulates gennination and growth when en-
vironmental conditions are favorable. Each pellet consists of a few 
selected dehusked and scarified seeds imbedded in pulverized earth 
taken from the area to be planted. To this earthen pellet is added 
an insecticide, fungicide, rodent repellent, and fertilizer. The 
pellet is made by a pressure process whereby the seed is mixed to the 
proper proportion with clay on a rotating screen, then fed by hand into 
the hopper of the pelleting machine which is powered by a large diesel 
engine. The pellets are molded under great pressure by means of a 
double set of precision-geared pellet wheels located below the hopper. 
Moisture is added just before the clay-seed mixture is fed into the 
pelleting wheels. A large rotating belt receives the pellets from the 
gears and carries them to a screen that separates them from the frag-
ments and dirt. The rate of pelleting is from 30,000 to 50,000 per 
minute and up to 3 1/2 tons per hour (16). Despite the many claims 
Adams has made as to the effectiveness of his pellets, Murphy (13) 
points out that the company has shown no concern over the mechanical 
makeup of the pelleting material and has done very little, if any, re-
search regarding the most desirable material to be used in the manu-
facture of its pellets. 
A wate r-soluble, non-toxic plastic pellet was ori ginate d by ir. 
Phelps Vogelsang of the Processed Seeds, Inc. This pellet was de-
veloped so that under grow ing conditions it would absorb and hold 
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sufficient moisture to stimulate seed germination and, at the same 
time, resist disintegration lon g enough to protect the seed from ex-
posure. The method used in manufacturing the pallets is known as the 
accretion process in which the pellets are built up by addin g successive 
layers of inert materials. The coating machine, a spherical-shaped 
pan, rotates at about 45 degre e s from the vertical, causing the seeds 
to tumble over one another. Methyl cellulose (an adhesive) is added 
to moisten the seed, and then powdered material (feldspar or fly ash) 
is added as an adherent. After the coat has been dried, the process 
i s repeated until the pellet is of desired size (16). Mr. Vogelsang 
(28) indicated that in the pell e ting process 
"any type of ingredient in any accurate amount can be added to 
the coat that will best control seed and soil-born diseases, 
control soil insects, fertilize the seedlin g , stimulate the 
plant and add minor elements that will give a healthy seedling 
and increase plant growth." (p. 3) 
The Filtrol Corporation employs about the same tYPe of machinery 
as the Processed Seeds, Inc., but uses the hi ghly colloidal montmoril-
lonite (an aluminum silicate) for the coating material. The seed is 
tumbled about with the coating material, and water is sprayed into the 
mixture to furnish the moisture necessary to make the pellets. This 
process is continued until the pellets are of proper si ze. Repellents, 
fertilizers, and other materials can be added and the pH can be con-
trolled (16). 
In addition to the above commercial methods, the Pacific Northwest 
Forest and Range Experiment Station has used pressure-formed tablets of 
calcium carbonate, gelatin capsule s , and hand-rolled and machine-rolled 
pellets of powdered sugar. The Crov;n Zellerbach Company has tried 
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capsules containing flowerite and vermiculite with seeds, fertilizers, 
growth hormones, and fun gicides (16). 
Numerous laboratory, greenhouse, an:: fiel d experiments have been 
conducted by investi gators to evaluate the germination of pelleted 
seeds, and the subsequent seedling emergence and survival. Of the 
many tests made of Adams' pelleted seeds as compared to the non-
pelleted, the bare seeds have given significantly higher germination 
than Adams' pellets (2, 5, 19, 25 , 29). On the other hand, Vogelsang 
(27), in testing germination of his own pelleted versus non-pelleted 
seeds, found th at a majority of the various types of plastic pellets 
gave better results than bare seeds. From the results of this test, 
he suggested that the type of material to be used should be selected 
on the basis of wei ght and rate of breakdown as most pellets gave good 
gennination. 
In comparing the emergence of Adams', Vogelsang's, and Burgesser's 
pelleted and unpelleted seeds, other investi gators have found the bare 
seeds to be far superior (2, 5, 13, 19, 24, 25). Murphy (13) observed, 
as a result of tests conducted v.ith pelleted and unpelleted seeds at 
Utah State Agricultural College nursery, that the average emergence of 
Adams' , Vogelsang's, and Burgesser's pellets was 12 percent compared 
to 75 percent for the unpelleted seeds . 
Aerial broadcasting of .Adams' pellets on numerous test projects 
has proved unsuccessful to date (1, 2, 5, 12, 24, 29, 30). One of the 
more extensive of these airplane pellet seeding projects was conducted 
by agner (29) on Indian reservations in .Arizona. Early airplane 
seedings made on the Papago Indian Reservation showed that the 
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penetration of pelleted seeds into the soil was practically negligible. 
Samples taken from 10,000 acres seeded by Adams' pallets shO'll"ed an 
avera ge of 75 plants par acre. The tests on t he Papago Reservation 
indicated a need for soil preparation in advance of seeding to pre-
serve sufficient moisture to maintain plants once established; for 
coordination of local precipitation pattern with time of seeding; and 
for protection of recently established plants by placin g newly seeded 
areas under management. Results on the San Carlos Indian Reservation 
showed an extremely poor and spotty stand of pelleted Lehmann l ovagrass 
(Eragrostis labmanniania) which had bean drilled, and not one Lehmann 
lovegrass plant was found on the airplane pellet seeded area. On the 
Hopi and Navajo Indian Reservations, seeded to pelleted crested wheat-
grass (Agropyron cristatum), there was no evidence of seedlin g establish-
ment on open ground. 
Experiment s have shown that none of the three canmercially pro-
duced pellets has been effective as a rodent repellent (3, 16, 29, 
30). In laboratory studies of Adams' pelleted seeds conducted in 
Denver by the ~ildlife Research Laboratory concernin g the affects of 
dry-lime sulfur as a rodent repellent, it was observed th at white rats 
readily broke qi the pallets for the seed they contained (29). 
Many authors point out that one of the most important factors which 
effects a reduction in gennination of Adams' pelleted seeds is mechani-
cal injury (1, 2, 3, 5, 9, 12, 16, 19, 24, 25, 29, 30). Wagner {29) 
reports that as a result of tests made by the state seed analyst at the 
University or Wyoming, a reduction in gannination of Adams' crested 
wheatgrass pellets from 80 percent before to 14 percent after palleting 
resulted from mechanical injury. 
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Tisdale (24) states that a reduction in germination , emergence, 
and survival could be attributed to the texture of soil used in the 
Adams' pellets . A physical analysis of the soil from which these 
pellets were made revealed the texture to be clay, although the amount 
of clay was the minimum needed to bring it into this textural class. 
The soil contained 4.5 percent of particles coarser than 2mm in diameter, 
which were classed as fine gravel. It has been found (29) 
"that pellets with a high proportion of coarse material ar e less 
firm, break into fragments more readily and shed 'du st ' from the 
edges, soak up water rapidly and lose all strength and rigidity 
at once when wet. On the other hand , pellets made from pure 
clay or shale are considerably harder, even have a 's hine', are 
actually difficult to break when thoroughly dry, shed less 'du st ' 
from the edges, do not fragment easily, soak up water rather 
slowly and retain considerable strength and rigidity even when 
wet." (p. 632) 
Other experimenters have indicated th at perhaps deterioration in 
storage , induced secondary dormancy, or some unknovm physiological 
injury have reduced ge rmin ation of Adams' pelleted seeds (5, 19). 
In field experiments conducted by Tisdale (24), the Vogelsang 
pellets showed better emergence and survival than Adams' pellets made 
at Gooding, Idaho. They were almost entirely free from mechanical 
injury to the seed and gave more prompt germination than the Adams' 
pellets . The main defect of Vogelsang's pellets seemed to be a tend -
ency to break down too readily when wetted. 
Because the majority of the more extensive experi ments cited 
above have been conducted with pellets manufactur ed by the International 
Seed Pellet Company, it may not be fair, at this time, to condemn the 
practice entirely. However, the Adams' pellets have not proved ade-
quate. Pellets made by the accretion met hod have not shown up well 
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in field tests, but their use has been restricted; hence their effi-
ciency has not been proved or disproved. 
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Mi£THODS OF STUDY 
The purpose of this project has been to detennine the emergence 
and survival of grass seeds pelleted with various co ating materials 
~hen planted under three methods of land treatment and two types of 
planting during two different seasons. This study was begun Septem-
ber, 1949, and completed March, 1951. 
LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION OF SITE 
The experimental plot, representative of thousands of acres of 
Intermountain sa gebrush foothill ran ges, is located at the base of the 
Bear River Mountain Range on the east side of Cache Valley, Utah, 
approximately one mile south of the mouth of Millville Canyon. The 
area is situated on a pre-Lake Bonneville alluvial fan between the 
Provo and Bonneville shore levels at an elevation of appro xima tely 
5,0 00 feet. The entire plot has a westerly exposure and dip s sli ghtly 
to the north (fi gure 1). 
Vegetation: The area has been classified by Stoddart (21) a s an Agro-
pyron Consoci ation of the Palouse Prairie, big sageb r ush (Artemisia 
tridentata) undoubtedly being a climax constituent. Althou gh blue-
bunch wheatgrass (Agropyron spicatum) was ori ginally understory to the 
sa gebrush, overgrazing has eliminated it and left sagebrush as the domi-
nant. The misuse of these lands has encouraged the development of 
cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum) and Sandberg blwgrass (Poa secunda) as 
understory species. The sagebrush has an estimated density of 20 per-
cent, while the understory cover, che atgrass and Sandberg bluegrass, 
has 30 and 10 percent densities respectively. Associated with these 
three species, but making up less than 5 percent of the vegetation 
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Figure 1 . A typical sagebrush foothill range represent-
ative of the area on which this pellet seed-
ing study was conducted 
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cover are yarrow (Achillea lanulosa), ivory-seeded borage (Lithospennum 
ruderale), snakeweed (Gutierrezia sarothrae), and tragopogon (Tragopogon 
spp.). Although not found in the plots, Utah Juniper (Juniperus 
utahensis) is scattered sparsely throughout the foothill area. 
Soil: The soil is of limestone origin and is classified by Nelson and 
~ckmann (14) as a Millville Gravelly Loam. The top 10 to 18 inches 
con sist of a grayish -brov.n to light brown friable, granular loam with 
various quantities of gravel . The subsoil which extends to a depth of 
6 feet or more , is a light grayish -brown to light yellowish-gray cal-
careous gravelly loam to gravelly sand. The area is well-drained and 
free from alkali, and its position on the mountain slopes is high 
enough to give it some protection from late spring frosts. A mechani-
cal analysis of the soil is shown in table 1. This sample contained 
more than .5 percent calcium carbonate. 
Climate: The mean annual precipitation at Logan, over a period of 45 
years, 1898-1943, was 16.55 inches. Seasonally, 34.32 percent of the 
precipitation fell in the spring, 13.4? percent in the summer, 25.32 
percent in the fall, and 36.89 percent in the winter. The total amount 
received during the growing season, April 1 to October 1, was 43.5 
percent (22). 
The average annual precipitation for 1949-50 was 20.96 inches of 
which 32.53 percent fell in the spring, 8.84 percent in the summer, 
28.0 percent in the fall, and 30.63 percent in the winter. The amount 
received during the 1950 growing season, April 1 to October 1, was 
39.8 percent of the annual total (table 2). 
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Table 1. Textural classification of experimental soil as obtained by 
mechanical analysis 
Data from Nelson and Eckmann (14) 
Fine Coarse Medium Fine Very fine 
Description gravel sand sand sand sand . ~lt _ •• ,, . . . J,.) •• 
(percent) (percent) (percent) (percent) (percent) ti~tceht) 
Top soil 4.4 3.7 2.5 5.3 20.2 -•• ·~.9t• :·. 
(depth 10 ····· "'."' ) . . . 
a • • 
to 18") .... . . .. 
Subsoil 5.9 8.4 6.6 14.0 21.4 • •• :Sl 4 . -•• • ~ J ) ... 






Table 2. Monthly precipitati on for water year.7 
of 1949-50 at Logan 
as compared to average (1898-1943)! 
Month 1949-5oY 1898-194~ 
(inches) (inches) 
October 2.97 1.76 
November 1.23 1.26 
December 2.36 1.27 
January 3.30 1.62 
February .76 1.56 
March 2.01 1.88 
April 1.63 1.92 
May 3.18 1.s8 
June • 77 .89 
July .s2 .62 
August .26 • 72 
Septe mber 1.67 1.17 
Total 20.96 16.55 
Ywater year is designated as that period of ti me in which the soil 
mantle i s first rec h ar ged in October of one year until its initial 
recharge in October of the subsequent yea r. 
~/,Data from U. s. Weather Bureau (26). 
Ynata from Stoddart (22). 
.. 15 ... 
It can thus be seen that while the precipitation for the growing 
season of 1950 was only slightly balov. the mean , it was considerably 
less than average during the critical months of June and August . How-
ever, the total amount received for the water year 1949-50 was well 
above the 45-year average. 
Although the average maximum and minimum temperatures throughout 
the growing season of 1950 were approximately 4 degrees below the 18-
year average, 1931-49, they ~ere generally favorable for nonnal growth 
( table 3). 
EXP&RIME:NI'AL DESIGN 
The experiment was set up on a randomized split-plot design 
according to the methods prescribed by Cochran and Cox (6). Pellets 
were "drilled" or "broadc ast" on untreated, plowed or burned areas in 
the fall of 1949 and the spring of 1950. Twelve plots were established 
to obtain all possible cor.ibinations of soil preparations, planting 
methods, and seasons of planting. Six of these plots were seeded in 
the fall and 6 in the spring. Each plot was divided into 110 square 
meter subplots to provide room for 2 replications of 49 types of pre-
pared pellets and 1 check planting of bare seeds plus an unplanted 
strip of 10 square meters. Fifty seeds or individual pellets of each 
type were planted in each meter subplot. The unplanted strip was pro-
vided between each of the 12 major plots to divide treatments and 
planting methods (fi gures 2 and 3). 
Species and~ of Pellet: Because of its perennial habit, high• 
yielding ability, drought resistance, and availability, crested wheat-
grass was used in testing the efficiency of 49 different types of 
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Table 3. Average maximum and minimum temperatures for the growing 
season of 1950 at Logan as compared to average (1931-49) 
Data from u. S. Weather Bureau (26) 
1950 1931-49 
Average Average Average Average 
Month maximum minimum maximum minimum 
{ degrees F •) ( degrees F •) { degrees F •) { degrees F.) 
April 57.4 34.7 60.4 38.9 
May 62.7 39.8 68.9 44.7 
J"una 75.4 48.3 78.3 51.8 
J"uly 84.6 55.5 88.3 59.7 
August 85.2 53.9 86.8 58.4 









Broadcast Drilled Broadcast Drilled _l 
Fire Line 10' . 
SAGKBRUS BURNii:D 
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t 
lOm 39 .S!n 
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Fire Line 10' 
SJ.GiBRUSI-PLO-.'t~D 
Plot 3 Plot 4 Plot 9 Plot 10 I 
Broadcast Drill ed Drilled Broadcast 10m 
_l 
Buffer Strip 6' 
------;➔M-, ..,<,---1 lm 
~-------------50. 2m --------------'~ 
Figure 2. Dia~ram of field plan sho'lr:ing a total area of 1,933 square rraters 
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Fi gure 3 . Diagram of plot plan sh~ing a to t al araa ot 110 square ~eters at a 
s cal e of one inch to 1.8 50 n:aters (For expl anat ion of code sea 
table 4 . ) 
10m 
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plastic pellets. The coating material, the purpose of the coating 
material, and the serial number of each type of pellet can be found 
in tables 4 and 5. These pellets are of the type devised and manu-
factured by Mr. Phelps Vogelsan g of t he Processed Seeds, Inc., Midland, 
Michi gan. 
Ground Preparation and Planting: Plovring of plots and fire lines was 
done September 15 and 16, 1949, usin g a moldboard plow. The fire 
lines were then hand- grubbed to insure complete removal of all ve geta-
tion. On Septemb er 17, 1949, the desi gnated area wa s burned by means 
of a gasoline weed-burner. 
Iron fence posts were used to desi gnate the corn e rs of eac h plots, 
and small surveyin g stakes were placed on t he perimeter to indicate 1-
meter distances. Prior to planting, opposite stakes were connected by 
taut cords in both directions, thus e stablis hin g a grid to in su re accu-
r ate locati on for purposes of recordin g se edlin g emer gence and survival. 
Twenty-five pellets or seed s were sown in e ach of 2 equall y-spaced 
rows within each square--01eter subplot, t otalin g e ither 50 p ellets or 50 
seeds (fi gur e 4). r/hen the pellet or seed r.a s t o be drilled, a f urrow 
was made approxi mately one- half inch deep wit h the ai d of a small pic k. 
Pellets or se eds were t hen sown alo ng it and covered immediately by 
leveling th e surface soil. Plots 1 to 5 were s o~n Octo ber 7, B, and 9, 
1949, and plot 6 on October 14, 1949. Plots 7 to 12 were sO\m on April 
15, 1950. 
OBS~RVATIONS 
Periodic observations of seedlin g emergence were made throu ghout 
the winter and spring of 1949-50, and emerged seedlin gs from both fall 
and spring plantin gs were counted from June 9 to June 15 , 1950. Fran 
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Composition of the pl~stic pdllats used in the experiment.!./ 

















































10~0 Fel1spar, 40 r-1esh 
10~ Aplite, 80 ~ash 
1001, Fil tercel 
100% Celi ta 209 
8~ Cali ta 209, 20f Fly Ash 
50t Celita 209, 5~ Aotivutad Clay 
100'/4 ActivAted Clay 
75¾ Cali te 209 
65% Calite 209, 3~ Feldspar 40 
50'~ Fil tercel, 501, Activated Clay, Fly \sh Layer 
60< Filtercel, 35~ Aplite 
70% Filtercel, 30~ Feldspar 40 
70,o Filtarcel, 30fo, aplite 
60% Filtarcel, 4~ Activated Clay 
65% Filtercel , J5% Feldspar 40, Z:: supar Phosphate 
6~ Fil tercel, 35-i; Feld~par 40, · 4% suner Phosphate 
651 Filtercel, 35% ~eldsp~r 40, 0% Super Phosphate 
65% Filtarcel, 35';'0 Feldspar 40, 12% $U")ar Phosphate 
65;% Fil tercel, 35% Feldspar 40, 101: Asbestos 
651., Fi ltercel, 35·~ Feldspar 40, 20% Asbestos 
65~ Fil tdrCel, 35% Feldspar 40 , ~ AU0 4 
65-.1, Filtercel , 35% Feldspar 40, 10:1 A.l:304 
65'f> Filtorcel, 35'h reldspar 40, 15% Al10 4 
5~ Filtercel, 50~ Feldspar 
50% Filtercel, 50% Feldspar, 2% Super ~hosphate 
50~ 'li'iltercel, 5~ Feldspar, 4}& SU'Jar Phosph!ite 
5~ Filtercel, 5c:r,; feldspar, A':'~ Super Phosphate 
50;~ Filt!:lrcel, 5ot, Feldspgr, 12% suoer Phosphsta 
501, Filtercel, 50% ·Feldspar, 1~ Asbestos 
001 Flltdrcel, ~% Feld~par, 20;t ~sbestos 
50,½ Filtercal, 50-Z Feld~ps.r, ~. (W.t4)2~04 
5()% Filt~rcel, 50,~ J'aldan'.lr, 41 ( Jl'--4)0 so4 
50:~ Filtarcel, 50;'., ?aldspar, O,Z (NH~) ;:i0
4 5~ Filtc1rcel, 5~ F3ld p"lr, 200 ?P,,. 1naol nutyr1c 
5cy, Filtercel, 50~ e1'ald!cp':ir, UOO PP.I,. 13loo~, 100 PF(. 
Keto succ1nic Acid 
50:.', Filtercel, 50~ r.aldspar, 800 PF". Fe _;;xtract cl: Chlorpnhyll 
50~ iltercel, 50,,, Felilsp-ir, 400 FI" • Inosital 
501/4 F1ltarcel, 50'S Feldsu~r, 800 PP~. Praplont 
50--h Filtarcal, 50 1 i;>eldsp:,r, 800 -,,.!. Phenolhar1:J1tal 
50•1 Fil tercel, 50·: feldspar, 800 pp--· •• aohthalone Acet le Acid 
50; Filterct:,l, 5C( Feldsp· r, 1/44, Y. Cupi:ucide 
no,.-Fil ta reel, 5a:: .,.eldsp11r, 1/4 4 Chloranil 
fi'),h, 1-'iltarcel, 5Q1, feldsp-:1r, 1/4-1 ,~rastm, '181 Celita "'op 
501, Filtercel, 50:' Fe dsp~r, 1/41 Semoean, 881 C 11tv ~op 
6f(, Filtercal, 35-; feldspar, 201, POT.d. ".othocdl Layer 
65·" Filtercel, 35·1, F:illdspbr, 201, Solka Floe 
6CJ!,. Fil tercel, 40;l Acti vs.tad Gley, 1~ Co.sine 
65'!., Filtdrcel, 3~,., Feldsn~r, 2t Super. 21. Cuproc1de 
6,, . 'ilt::,rcal, :j::,., l<eldsuar, ~' super. 1 • Cuprocirla 
2C8 Inos1-t; ,:,l 
entgrass Jead (Check) 
l 1oata from Vogelsang (27) . 
2/ 
- For description and pur?ose of th3 coating ~aterial, sea table 5. 
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Data from Vogelsang (28) 
Coating material 
Activated clay (non-swelling absorbent clay) 
Aplite 
Asbestos 
Casine (dry casein powder) 
Celite (fine diatornaceous earth) 
Feldspar 
Fil tercel 
Powdered methocel layer 
Solka floe (wood pulp fiber) 




Arasan (tetramethyl thiuram disulphide) 
Chloranil (tetrachloro-p-benzoquinone) 
Semesan (ethyl mercury phosphate 
Y. Cuprocide (yellow copper oxide) 




Iron extract of chlorophyll 
Keto succinic acid 










fi~ure 4. Diagra:n of subplot plan shO'.• tnp a tot<il artja of ona square meter 
at a scsle of ona inch to .018 neters 
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September 24 to September 28, 1950, survival counts were made of both 
fall and spring plantings, and seedling survival was observed periodi-
cally until December 1, 1950. 
In order to evaluate the effect of the time of storage on via-
bility of the pellets and bare seeds, a germination test identical with 
that conducted by Vogelsang {27) in 1948 was made from January 15 to 
January 27, 1951, in the Utah State Agricultural College gree nhouse. 
Plantings were made in 8-inch by 8-inch cardboard fruit baskets set 
in the ground and mudded in to eliminate air pockets and establish 
capillary contact with the surrounding soil. About one-half inch of 
the basket top was left above ground to minimize the danger of pellets 
washing from one basket to another. A planting diagram which provided 
room for 25 equally-spaced pellets was stamped lightly into each bas-
ket with a 7 1/2 inch by 7 1/2 inch board studded ~ith nail heads . 
The depressions thus made in the soil surface not only provided for 
quick, uniform spacing, but for ease uf checking pellet germination . 
Four replications of the 25 pellet plantings provided a total plant-
ing of 100 pellets of each kind and 100 bare seeds • 
.AlfALYSIS OF DATA ---
Percentages of seedling emergence and survival , based upon the 
numbers planted and an average of 1.2 seeds pe r pellet, were determined 
for each tYPe of pellet, bare seed, season of planting, method of land 
treatment, and method of planting . Because of the low emergence , a 
technique based on chi-square, Snedecor {17), was used in place of an 
analysis of variance. Both seedling emergence and survival were 
analyzed by this method . 
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RESULTS .AND DISCUSSION 
SEEDLING .rliMERGENCE 
As shown in tables 6 and 7, emergence counts revealed that spring 
seeding was superior to fall; drilling was more successful than broad-
castin g ; burned plots were more productive than either plowed or un-
treated, the latter's bein g t he poorest of the three; and bare seeds 
were as good, or better, than any pellet with the exception of pellet 
number 655-NN. In all cases, however, seedling emergence and survival 
were extremely low. 
Season of Planting: Table 7 indicates that seedling emergence was 
approximately twice as high for spring planting as for fall. Additional 
observations showed that the majority of the pellets and seeds planted 
in the fall did not emer ge until early the following spring, and gained 
an initial advantage in growth over the sprin g-planted seedlin gs by 
being in the ground when conditions first became favorable for germination 
and emergence. In experiments conducted with bare seeds on similar 
areas, other authors have concluded th at spring planting was best if 
seeding was done early (8, 20, 23). 
Tb.a decrease in viability of the pellets and seeds by lying in 
the ground over winter is a possible explanation for the lower emer-
gence from the fall seeding. A similar conclusion was made by 
Frischknecht (10) as a result of experiments conducted with late-fall 
planting. 
Method of Planting: The number of seedlings which emerged from pellets 
and seeds drilled into the soil was about 8 times that from sur-
face planting (table 7). Other seeding experiments, conducted on 
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Tabla 6. Seedling amer~nce from various types of pellets compared 
to bare saea;:/ 
Number 
Chi-squar~ emerged 3mergence 
(percent) 
Pellet a 
655-H 34 2.34 0.49 
I 35 2.41 0.33 
J 19 1.:u 7.50** 
K 25 1.72 3.80 
L 42 2.90 0.04 
M 56 2.48 0.21 
N 33 2.28 0.78 
0 48 3.:n 0.73 
p 17 1.1? 9 .. 26** 
Ct 37 2.55 0.12 
R 32 2.20 0.89 
s 53 3.65 1.82 
T 46 3ol7 0.42 
u 26 1.79 2.96 
V 24 1.65 4o00* 
w 43 . 2.96 ·o.u 
X 40 2.76 OoOO 
y 32 2.20 o.ag 
z 50 3o45 1.11 
AA 45 3.10 0.29 
BB 31 2.14 1.14 
cc 38 2.62 0.05 
DD 24 1.65 4.00* 
EE 29 2.00 1.75 
FJ.1' 54 3.72 2.08 
GG 39 2.69 o.oo 
HH 47 3.2, 0.01 
II 64 3.72 2.00 
JJ 39 2.69 o.os 
KK 34 2.34 0.49 
LL ~2 3.58 1.56 
MM 51 3o51 1.33 
NN 63 4.34 5.14* 
00 43 2.96 0.11 
PP 19 1.31 7.50** 
QQ. 11 0.76 16.50** 
RR 29 2000 l.?'5 
ss 31 2014 1.14 
uu 11 o.76 16.50** 
vv 32 2.20 0.89 
WW 17 1.17 9.26** 
xx 22 1.52 5 .22* 
yy 36 2.48 0.21 zz 41 2.83 0.01 
AAA 32 2.20 o.sg 
BBB 36 2.48 0.21 
CCC 37 2.55 0.12 
DDD 29 2.00 1.75 
gij;ii,; 23 1.58 4.58* 
Bara seed 40 3.32 
Total 1,762 2.4 -122.12** 
1/Number of seeds planted c001puted on the basis of an average of 1.2 seeds 
Y:per pellet. Percent emergence based o~ total number or seeds planted. 
Bare seed was used as the base or expected value for detennining chi-
square. 
*Results deviating significantly from those or bare seed. 
**Results d~vi ating highly significantly from those of bare seed. 
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Table 7. Comparison of seedling emergence from pellets and seeds 
planted under va1tous conditions, and a statistical analysis of data:!:/ 
Treatment 














B. vs. P. 
B. vs. u. 








































l/Number of seeds planted computed on the basis of an average of 1.2 
seeds per pellet. Percent emergence based on total number of seeds 
planted. 
**Significant at .01 level. 
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foothill ranges, showed a need for covering seeds to insure success 
(8, 20, 23). 
Approximately 2 weeks after the f all planting had been completed, 
rains washed the material from a large number of the broadcast pellets 
and left the seeds exposed to drought and wind. One week later very 
few of these seeds could be found. Similar observations were made of 
the spring seeding. In comparing Adams', Vogelsang's, and Burgesser's 
pellets, Murphy (13) observed that all types of pellets disintegrated 
and exposed the seeds to drying and scattering when planted on the 
ran ge. 
Method of Land Treatment: It can be seen in table 7 that burnin g gave 
approxi mately 3 times greater emergence than plov..-ing and 7 times greater 
emergence than from the untreated strip. A comparison of emergence be-
tween the plowed and untreated area s showed the former to be 2 1/2 times 
more effective. 
Estim a tes indicate d no reduction in density of sagebrush, cheat-
grass, and Sandber g bluegrass on the untre ated area durin g the pro gress 
of the exp eriment. Conversely, burning effected a 100 percent kill of 
sagebrush, but no reduction in the den s ities of the t wo grasses. 
Althou gh plowing did not reduce the density of cheatgrass, it did eradi-
cate 70 percent of the sagebrush and 50 percent of the Sandberg blue-
grass. 
It has been pointed out by other experimenters that successful 
burning of cheatgrass must be accomplished before the seed has 
shattered out (18,20). In this study, burning failed to prove effective 
in destroying the cheatgrass because the seed had already matured and 
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been dispersed. Burning did not reduce the density <:r Sandberg blue-
grass because its perennial parts are belo~ the ground. 
The ineffectiveness of plowing in lowering cheatgrass competition 
can also be attributed to the shattering out of the seed previous to 
cultivation. However , the shallow plo~ing effected a marked decrease 
in the density of Sandberg bluegrass by exposing the perennial parts 
to desiccation. 
~ of Pellet: Of the 49 types of plastic pellets tested, the follow-
ing gave significantly poorer emergence than bare seeds: 655-J, P, V, 
DD, PP , Q,Q,, UU, ,,'W, XX, and EEE. Seedling emergence from all other 
pellets did not vary significantly from that of bare seeds with the ex-
ception of 655-NN. This pellet gave 1 1/2 times greater emergence than 
bare seeds (table 6). Surprisingly, greenhouse tests conducted by 
Vogelsang showed germination of 655-NN to be the lowest of any of the 
pellets tested (table 8). 
Vogelsang (27) concluded from his experiments that pellets 655- W, 
X, GG, and HR, containing a filtercel and feldspar base and 4 to 8 per-
cent super phosphate, gave the best germination. However , the present 
study conducted on the sagebrush area showed th at these same pellets 
gave no better emergence than bare seeds. 
It should also be noted that of the 10 pellets which gave signi-
ficantly lower emergence, 5 contained chemicals classified as stimu-
lants or fungicides by Vogelsang, and equal proportions of filtercel 
and feldspar (tables 4 and 5). Pellet 655-NN also contained filtercel 
and feldspar in equal amounts, but a fertilizer, 8 percent ammonium 
sulfate was added rather than a stimulant or a fungicide ( tables 4 and 5). 
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Table 8. Germination tests conducted at Utah State Agricultural 
College graenhQUse and comp~rable taR t s conducted by 
Vogelsang 
Gannine tion (percent) 
Results of this study Vogelsang's results!/ 
Pallet type January, 1951 September, 1948 
5th day ?th day 14th day 5th aay ?th day 
655-H 12 41 59 66 82 
I 18 28 43 68 83 
J 14 34 56 64 72 
K 17 46 69 68 68 
L 15 32 68 58 58 
M 20 36 58 70 80 
N 4 13 32 62 70 
0 10 29 50 64 74 
p 11 31 47 74 92 
Q. 4 24 42 74 80 
R 12 38 61 42 78 
s 19 39 55 58 74 
T 20 34 54 65 78 
u 7 16 39 70 74 
V 13 24 43 56 68 
w 18 33 58 56 67 
X 12 29 48 60 68 
y 9 18 33 72 76 
z 8 24 45 68 80 
AA 16 41 58 80 80 
BB 24 48 70 68 68 
cc 5 20 32 68 70 
DD 15 36 41 60 60 
aE 4 14 26 76 80 
FF 3 25 45 60 64 
GG 7 24 40 18 76 
HH 6 17 33 76 84 
II 2 15 38 60 60 
JJ 7 22 42 68 68 
KK 6 22 59 64 64 
u 13 28 41 60 60 
MM 3 21 38 64 68 
NN 11 21 46 56 56 
00 11 21 51 68 72 
PP 4 20 35 88 92 
Q,Q. 13 35 58 68 68 
RR 16 29 51 64 68 
ss 6 25 32 64 70 
uu 8 19 38 68 64 
vv 4 14 39 76 84 
WW 9 20 46 68 76 
xx 8 24 41 76 76 
yy 14 28 46 60 60 
zz 10 23 41 66 72 
AAA . 25 38 59 ?6 84 
BBB· 5 24 45 60 88 
CCC 7 20 45 76 76 
DDD 1 15 38 64 72 
i~~ 6 16 43 52 72 
Bara se ed 46 63 86 40 44 
Ynata fran Vogelsang (27). 
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An examination of the material contained in the pellets giving 
emergence comparable with bare seeds shows that ma:ny contain, along 
with the filtercel and feldspar base, either a stimulant, fungicide, 
or a fertilizer (tables 4, 5, and 6). 
SEEDLING SURVIVAL 
As seen in tables 9 and 10, seedling emergence was 4 1/2 times 
greater than survival .. !./ Survival was not consistently related to 
emergence, but varied between seasons of planting, methods of land 
treatment, and type of pellets used. 
Fall planting resulted in higher survival percentages than spring; 
drilling was higher than broadcasting; plowed plots were more efficient 
than burned or untreated, no difference existing bet~een the latter 
two; and bare seeds were as good as any pellet with the exception of 
655-T, X, BB, FF, GG, II, JJ, MM, and 00• 
Season of Planting: Seedling survival fro m plantin gs made in the fall 
totaled 394, while not one seedlin g was found from the spring seeding 
(table 10). This was a complete reversal of the results obtained from 
seedling emergence. The logical explanation of this reversal is th at 
seeding was made too late in the spring because of inclement weather. 
Other experimenters recommend early spring seeding for maximum success 
(8, 20, 23). 
Observations made in the early surmner showed th at the fall seed-
lings had developed a bunch habit and had an average basal area of 
approxLmately 2 square inches and a height of 6 to 7 inches. The 
l/seedling survival was determined 6 months after spring planting and 
1 year after fall planting. 
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Tabla 9. sa~dl i :-.g f:urr;v"-1 frorr. Vflri ''JS tyP •JS of "la 1 lat s CO ' l::J':rad 
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YNumber of seeds planted computed on the basis of an average of 1.2 seeds 
par pallet. Seedling survival ~as detennined 6 months ~ftar spring 
plantinf and 1 year after fall planting. 
YBare seed ~as used as the base or expected valua for determining chi-
square. 
*Results dev1atinf. significantly from those of bare seed. 
**Results deviating highly significantly from those of bnre saed. 
Table 10. Canparison of seedlin g survival fro~ pellets and seeds planted under various conditions , 
and a statistical analysis of data.Y 
Number Sum of 
Treatment survived Survival Mean squares Chi-square 
Percent of Percent of 
seeds pl anted seedlings emerged 
Season of planting 
Fall 394 1.10 60.00 
Spring 0 o.oo o.oo 
Total 394 0.55 22.35 197 77,610 394** 
Method of planting 
Drilled 391 1.09 24.95 
Broadca st 3 0.01 1.55 
Total 394 0.55 22.35 197 75,272 382** 
Method of 
land treatment 
Burned 0 o.oo o.oo 
Plowed 394 1.65 98 . 50 
Untreated 0 o.oo o.oo 
Total 394 0.55 22.35 131.3 
B. vs. P . 19? 77,610 394** 
B. vs. u. 0 0 0 
P. vs. u. 197 ??,610 394** 
1/Number of seeds planted computed on the basis of an average of 1.2 seeds per pallet. Seedling sur-
vival was determined 6 months after spring planting and 1 year after fall planting. 




seedlings from spring planting were no more than 1 inch in height. 
The fall seedlings, being more firmly established, were more capable 
of withstanding desiccation during the hot summer months. 
Method of Planting: The number of seedlings which survived from 
drilled pellets and seeds was about 130 times that from surface plant-
ing ( table 10). 
The low survival of the seedlings that emerged from broadcast 
seeding could be attributed to their inability to anchor themselves 
firmly. In addition to establishing only one or two roots in the 
ground, the majority of the seedlings were not attached to the soil 
surface at their root crown, but rather at a position along the roots 
one-half to 1 inch below the crown. Conversely, the seedlings emerging 
from drilled plantings were more firmly anchored as the root crowns 
were one-half inch below the soil surface. Because of the marked 
difference in root develop~ent, less water and nutrients were available 
to the plants from broadcast seedin gs than to those from drilled. 
Furthermore, there likely ~as a tendency toward desiccation or the 
crown and upper root of the surface-planted seedlin gs. 
Method of Land Treatment: As noted in table 10, the surviving seed-
lings on the plowed area totaled 394. None survived on the burned 
and untreated strips. 
The more complete reduction of perennial grass competition from 
plowing is a possible explanation for survival occurring only on the 
plowed area. ~xperiments conducted by investigators on t he seeding 
of sa gebrush and cheatgrass lands have shown that the success of seedling 
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survival is indi r ectly related to the amount of competition (4, 15, 
18, 20, 23) • 
~.2! Pellet: Counts from 49 types of plastic pellets showed 
that 655-'l', X, BB, FF, GG, II, JJ, MM, and 00 gava niarkedly better 
survival than bare seeds. The seedling survival from all other 
pellets was not significantly higher than from bare seeds (table 9). 
Survival counts tended to substantiate Vogelsang's recanmendations 
that the pellets containing equal proportions of filtercel and feldspar 
with 4 to 8 percent super phosphate would give the best resul ts . Of 
the 9 pellets which gave better survival , 4 contained the filtercel-
feldspar base and super phosph a te. Howevar , the strength of the 
super phosphate varied from 2 to 12 percent. As seen in table 4, 
~ellets 655-NN, which gave higher emergence, and 655-BB, which gave 
higher survival than bare seeds, contain filtercel, feldspar, and 
ammonium sulfate, but the ratios of the fertilizer , as well as the 
adherents, vary. Although pellet 655-NN gave higher emergence , it 
gave no greater survival than bare seeds. The pellets evidencing 
better survival showed no higher emergence than bare seeds (table 9). 
Gfil:ENHOUSE AND LABORATORY TESTS 
The greanhouse tests conducted at Utah State Agricultural College 
gave lower pellet and higher bare seed germinat i on than comparable 
experiments made by Vogelsang (table 8). 
Because these tests were identical as to desi gn , environmental 
conditions, and type of pe llet, the only plausible expJa.n at ion for 
differences would be a reduction in viability of the pellet ed seed 
and an increase in via b ility of the unpelleted seed during storage . 
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Perhaps a chemical or physical reaction effected by pelleting increases 
the physiolo gic al a ctivity of the see d so that it shortens markedly 
the period of vi ability . 
From a limited sample composed of 150 unemerged pellete d seeds 
recovered from the spring plantin g at random on October 14, 1950 , 12 
percent had germinated and only 1 of the remaining seeds ger illinated 
when placed in a genninator . Thus a 2 1/2 percent fiel d emergence , 
plus the 12 percent germination in the field that failed to emerge , 
and the . 75 percent ge:rmination gave a theoretical 15.25 percent 
ger minati on under field conditi ons . A comparison of the gre enhouse 
germin ation te sts and the theoretic al field germination shows the 
former to be 34 percent greater than the latter . Simil ar te s ts con-
ducted by Cook (7) have indicated a marked difference between con-
trolled l abora t ory germination te sts and field germination. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The data obtained in this study indicate that there is no justi-
fication for the use of plastic pelle ts in seeding sagebrush foothill 
ranges of the Intermountain Region, and that the publicity which these 
pellets have r eceived is not warranted. 
Plastic pellets do not provide adequate protection for the seeds 
planted on the surface of the ground to permit an increase in gennina-
tion and growth. The pellets break down immediately when wetted and 
expose the seeds to drought, insects, and rodents . The seedlings from 
broadcasted pellets do not anchor the:nselves firmly, and thus are un-
able to obtain sufficient water and nutrients to insure survival. In 
addition, there likely was a tendency toward desiccation of the crown 
and upper root of the surface-ple..nted seedlings. 
Although pellets number 655-T, , , EB, FF, GG, II, JJ, ,/IM, and 00 
gave significatly high0r survival than bare seeds, it cannot be con-
cluded definitely that these pellets will insure a better stand of 
grass. such a conclusion is unjustified because survival percentages 
were too low to yield satisfactory data regarding ultimate grass 
establish~ent. Furthermore, the low emergence from these 9 types of 
pellets would prevent the establishment of an adequate stand of grass 
regardless of survival. However , it is recommended that further 
investigations be conducted to determine possible effects of pelleting 
on seedling survival percentages. 
Under greenhouse conditions, bare seeds evidenced mate rially 
higher germinat ion than any of the 49 types of plastic pellets. 
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Pelleting apparently reduced the vi ab ility of the seed during 
storage. Perhaps a chemical or physical reaction effected by pelleting 
increases the physiological activity of the seed so that it shortens 
markedly the period of viability. 
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l. To determine the effects of pallet seeding in improving 
western range lands, a study was conducted from September , 1949, to 
March, 1951, on a sagebrush footh i ll range near Logan, Utah. Obser -
vations were made on seedling emergence and survival from 49 plastic-
coated crested wheatgrass pellets and bare seeds. Pellets were 
drilled and broadcast on untreated, plo~ed, and burned areas in the 
fall of 1949 and the spring of 1950. The experiment involved a 
randomized split-plot design. Subsequent greenhouse and laboratory 
tests were conducted to evaluate bet t er the results of this study. 
2. The majority of the fall-planted seedlings did not amerge 
until early the following sprin g . The total emergence from fall 
plan t ing was approximately one - half that from spring planting. 
3. The number of seedlings vm.ich emerged from pellets and seeds 
drilled into the soil was about 8 times that from surface plantin g . 
4. The area burned gave approximately 3 times greater emergence 
than the area plowed and 7 times gre e ter emergence than the untreated 
strip . 
5. An analysis of the emergence from 49 types of plastic nellets 
indicated that 10 types gave significantly lower emergence than bare 
seeds, and only 1 gave higher emergence. Seedling emergence from all 
other pellets did not vary significantly from that of bare seeds. 
6. Seedling survival was not consistently related to emergence, 
but varied between seasons of planting, methods of land treatment, and 
type of pellets used. 
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7. Survival counts made September 24 to 28, 1950, on fall plant-
ings showed 394 seedlings surviving while not one seedling from the 
spring seeding survived the dry summer. 
8. The number of seedlings which survived from drilled pellets 
and seeds was nearly 130 times that from surface planting. 
9. The surviving seedlings on the plowed area totaled 394, 
while none survived on the burned and untreated strips. 
10. Counts fro~ 49 types of chemi cal pellets showed that 9 types 
gave markedly better survival than bare seeds. The seedling survival 
from all other pellets was not significantly higher than from bare seeds. 
11. From this study, it was concluded that seeding sa gebrush 
foothill ran ges of the Intermountain Region with plastic-coated 
pellets is not warranted. Pelleting does not provide adequate pro-
tection for the seeds planted on the surface of t he ground to pen:nit 
an increase in germination and growt h . Under greenhouse conditions, 
bare seeds evidenced materially higher germin ation than any of the 49 
types of plastic pellets . Apparently, the pellet co ating effects a 
marked reduction in the viability of the seed durin g storage. Although 
9 types of pellets gave significantly h igh 3r survival than bare seeds, 
the extremely low survival renders any conclusions regardin g ultim ate 
grass establishment questionable. In addition, the low eme rgence from 
pellets would prevent the establishment of an adequ ate stand of gras s 
regardle ss of survival . 
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